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aking your home a place of beau-
ty and function is one of the most
gracious ways to express your-

self, says Diane Snyder, ASID, Allied mem-
ber, of Innsbrook Interiors.

With 25 years heading her own design
firm, Diane has demonstrated a unique ability
to combine style, luxury and simplicity for
comfortable, informal living, earning her high
regard among clients and professionals alike. 

“Increasingly, people want their homes to
reflect their individuality,” she says. “Today,
luxury is about comfort and making people
feel at home. It means something different
for every person. Some want a retreat, where
color and informal furnishings are con-
ducive to instant relaxation. Others want a
more elegantly transitional interior where
the focus is less on color and more on care-
fully chosen works of art.”

“Our home allows us the unique free-
dom to surround ourselves with our
favorite colors, textures and objects,” she
continues. “Ultimately, it’s the one place
where we can provide for all the aspects of
our personality – the sophisticated side and
the simple side, the warm and the cool, the

bold and the introspective.
“Whether building a new home or fresh-

ening up a single room, the end result
should be a home that welcomes family and
friends, one that enhances your quality of
life and exceeds your expectations.”

That varies with each project, Diane says.
“A good designer encourages this.”

“I approach each project as a blank page,”
she explains. “When each project begins, the
focus is on the client’s input. I also look for
what’s unique about the space. It could be the
architecture or the view, or perhaps a favorite
work of art that sets us on a certain course.”

Her clientele includes many successful
business owners and entrepreneurs, as well as
multiple CEOs of Fortune 500 companies.
She credits her success to her attention to
detail, sense of humor and resourcefulness,
supported by her insistence on employing only
the most accomplished craftsmen and artisans. 

In the end, she says, a designer is only as
good as her resources. A regular traveler to
major design markets, Diane constantly
seeks opportunities to learn, to explore and
absorb the new, to stay fresh, and to bring
the best to each client.
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